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The 10.5-day isomer in193Ir decays by a single 80.2-keVM4 transition directly to the ground state of that
nucleus. We have measured the total intensity ofK x rays relative to 80.2-keVg rays for this transition to be
98.7(6). With theK-shell fluorescent yield for iridium taken to be 0.958(4), this result yieldsaK=103.0s8d for
the K-shell internal conversion coefficient(ICC). The calculatedaK for this transition is particularly sensitive
to the treatment of the hole that is created by conversion in the atomicK shell. Recent ICC tables, which ignore
the hole, yieldaK=92.0. We demonstrate that calculations incorporating the hole produce values between 99.6
and 103.3 depending on the approximation used. Our result strongly supports the need to include the hole.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internal conversion coefficients(ICCs) play an essential
role in the analysis of nuclear decay schemes. They are used
both in assigning spins and parities and in determining tran-
sition rates and branching ratios. For nearly 50 years, as
theory and computational techniques evolved, successive
tables of calculated ICC’s have been readily available to
users—see, for example,[1–4]. Comparisons of one table
with another demonstrated consistency within a few percent
for most transitions, and agreement with experiment ap-
peared to be within a similar range. In most applications,
higher precision than that was not demanded, and users have
often taken required values from their table of choice without
pausing to question too deeply the inherent uncertainties in-
volved.

However, in 1973 a precision measurements±0.5%d on
anM4 transition in117Sn and an accompanying survey of 15
other experimental ICCs for well-characterizedE3 andM4
transitions[5] did point to a systematic discrepancy. When
the experimental results were compared with the preferred
calculation of the day[1], it was found that the theoretical
values were systematically higher than experiment by 2%–
3%. In the intervening 30 years, several new tables of ICCs
have appeared and a modest number of ICCs have been de-
termined experimentally, although unfortunately only a very
few of the latter have claimed a precision even approaching
1%. When a new survey of world data by Ramanet al. [6]
appeared in 2002, the results reenforced the systematic
discrepancy—now set firmly at 3%—previously noted be-
tween experiment and the tables of Hager and Seltzer[1],

and demonstrated that an almost identical discrepancy also
existed between experiment and the more recent tables of
Rösel et al. [2] and Band and Trzhaskovskaya[3]. Much
better agreement was observed with the newest tables of
Band et al. [4] where the exchange between electrons was
treated exactly.

All ICC calculations to date have employed one of two
extreme assumptions about the atomic subshell vacancy that
occurs as a result of the conversion process. They assume
either that the hole is filled instantaneously[2,4] or that the
hole remains unfilled throughout the time that the conversion
electron is present[1,3] in the atom. The problem of how to
deal with the hole has been repeatedly discussed in the lit-
erature[6–11], where it was noted that both models have
advantages and disadvantages. Nevertheless, simple physical
arguments lead to the conclusion[10] that, for the bulk of
transitions, the electron escapes from the atom in less time
than it takes for the atomic hole to be filled. Surely, therefore,
the hole should play a role in any ICC calculation.

In light of this expectation, a particularly intriguing out-
come of the recent survey of ICC data was the apparent
experimental preference for the “no hole” approximation
made in the newest ICC calculations of Bandet al. [4]. In
producing their tables, the authors actually chose to disregard
the hole entirely, based on an earlier comparison with experi-
mental data[11], which indicated that better agreement with
experimental ICCs would result. The survey of Ramanet al.
[6] confirmed this conclusion. They compared experimental
data to the tabulated ICC values of Bandet al. and also to
values similarly computed, but with the hole included, and
found that the former agreed to within a few tenths of a
percent, while the latter disagreed by about 1%, theory again
exceeding experiment as it had done for other tables in the
past. On the one hand, it is impressive that such excellent
agreement with experiment can be achieved; on the other, it
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is troublesome that the agreement is only obtained at the
price of ignoring the atomic hole.

Unfortunately, the body of world ICC data includes very
few measurements of high precision—say,ø1%. Conse-
quently, it is only in the average over many different transi-
tions that a discrepancy between experiment and theory at
this level can be discerned at all, and it could be argued that
the 1% difference in experimental agreement between the
two calculations—one with the hole and the other
without—is hardly a definitive test of one calculation’s va-
lidity. Perhaps, too, there are other, previously masked defi-
ciencies in the calculation that are playing a role at the 1%
level. In any case, as higher precision is sought ing-ray
intensity calibration standards[12] and inb-decay branching
ratios[13], it becomes increasingly important that we have a
source of ICCs that can be depended on to 1% or better.

For an experiment to establish definitively which treat-
ment of the atomic hole is best, what is required is an indi-
vidual transition whose calculated ICC is particularly sensi-
tive to the presence of the hole and which can be measured
with high precision. In their 2002 survey, Ramanet al. iden-
tified such a transition: the 80.2-keVM4 isomeric decay of
the second excited state in193Ir. The transition energy is very
close to theK-shell binding energy in iridium, which is at
76.112 keV[14], and consequently the value of the calcu-
latedK-shell ICC,aK, differs by more than 10% depending
on whether the hole is incorporated in the calculation or not.
The 10.5-day half-life of the isomer, its single-branch decay
directly to the ground state, and the close proximity in en-
ergy of the transition’sg ray and theK x rays following
internal conversion all lend themselves to a precise measure-
ment. We report such a measurement here, in which we de-
termineaK to ±0.8%.

The experimental measurement and its analysis will be
described in Secs. II and III, with sufficient detail provided
to justify the precision we quote. In Sec. IV we will describe
the calculation of ICCs, including two different approxima-
tions used to incorporate the hole in the atomic shell after
conversion. Finally, in Sec. V we will discuss the impact of
our result on the calculation and future use of ICCs.

II. EXPERIMENT

The K-shell internal conversion coefficientaK for a par-
ticular transition is defined to be the ratio of the probability
for internal conversion onto aK-shell electron relative to the
probability for emitting ag ray: viz.,aK=leK

/lg. Each elec-
tron vacancy created in theK shell producesK x rays with a
probability equal to theK-shell fluorescent yieldvK. Thus, if
only a single transition is involved and a spectrum of x rays
and g rays is recorded for its decay, the ratio of the total
number ofK x rays observed,NK, to the total number ofg
rays,Ng, relates to theK-shell ICC by the simple relationship

aKvK =
NK

Ng

eg

eK
, s1d

whereeg and eK are the detector efficiencies for theg rays
and x rays, respectively. Since fluorescent yields have been

reviewed recently[15] and are known rather precisely—
typically to better than 0.5%—this allowsaK to be extracted
directly from measured peak areas provided that the detector
efficiencies have been well calibrated.

The isomeric decay of the second excited state in193Ir is a
particularly fortunate case. It decays exclusively by a direct
transition to the ground state, which is stable. Thus, the spec-
trum from the decay of a pure source exhibits only a single
g-ray peak together with x rays that correspond to this tran-
sition alone. Furthermore, theg-ray energy of 80.236s7d keV
is very close to the energy of theK x rays from iridium,
62–76 keV, so both groups can be observed in the same
detector with virtually the same efficiency. Even so, to en-
sure the best possible precision, we used a germanium detec-
tor with state-of-the-art efficiency calibration. Our ORTEC
Gamma-X HPGe detector—a 280-cm3 n-type coaxial
crystal—has been meticulously callibrated[16–18] to a rela-
tive precision of 0.15%(and 0.20% absolute) between 50
and 1400 keV. Its efficiency varies by less than 1.5% be-
tween 62 and 82 keV, the energy region of interest here.

With these advantages in hand, the main challenges of the
measurement were to produce as pure a source of 10.5-day
193Irm as possible and to record its decay carefully over a
long period of time in order to identify all remaining impu-
rities. In what follows, we identify virtually all observed x-
andg-ray peaks and account for any that could interfere with
the iridium transitions. We also take account of various small
effects, such as coincident summing ofKa andL x rays, and
the contribution of germanium x rays escaping from the de-
tector.

A. Source preparation

The source was prepared from approximately,70 mg of
highly enriched192Os (99.935%) metal powder irradiated for
1 h at an effective 2200 m/s neutron flux of,2
31015 neutron”cm2 s in the Hydraulic Tube Facility at the
Oak Ridge High Flux Isotope Reactor. The193Irm was pro-
duced via the reaction192Ossn,gd193Ossb−d193Irm, in which
193Os has ab-decay half-life of 1.271 d. The irradiated os-
mium was allowed to decay for at least 10 days before the
Os-Ir separation chemistry was begun. The irradiated os-
mium powder was then heated above 375 °C and air passed
over it for 2 h. The bulk osmium was oxidized as volatile
OsO4, carried out by the air flow and trapped, while the
193Irm was not volatilized and remained in the furnace vessel.
The 193Irm was then dissolved in HNO3 and itsg-ray spec-
trum recorded. This revealed that some osmium remained,
with an Ir-to-Os activity ratio of,200, and a second sepa-
ration was required.

Hydrogen peroxide was then added to the Ir-Os nitrate
solution in order to oxidize the residual osmium. The solu-
tion was slowly heated and purged with air to remove the
volatile osmium oxide. The solution was gently dried down
under a continuous air purge. Nitric acid was added to the
dried-down solution and a sample taken for radio-assay. This
time, g-ray spectroscopic analysis showed no evidence of
193Os contamination in the193Irm product.

Finally, the 193Irm solution was again evaporated to dry-
ness and brought up again in HNO3. Small aliquots of the
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volume-reduced193Irm were repeatedly evaporated onto a
0.18-mm-thick tantalum disk and then covered with a thin
aluminized Mylar film. The covered disk was mounted on
an aluminum support 1.6 mm thick and secured with a
0.8-mm-thick aluminum frame. After the source had de-
cayed, we used x-ray fluorescence to analyze this assembly
and confirmed that its only important components were tan-
talum and aluminum.

Analysis of the decay spectra—to be described in the fol-
lowing sections—confirmed that the prepared source was
free of 191Os, which could, in principle, have been produced
by neutron capture on stable190Os had there been any of that
isotope in the irradiated material. Since the decay of191Os
also gives rise to iridium x rays, it was important to demon-
strate that the purity of the original material and the selectiv-
ity of the chemical separation were sufficient to eliminate
this possible contaminant.

B. Radioactive decay analysis

Spectra were recorded at Texas A&M with our precisely
calibrated HPGe detector and with the same electronics used
in its calibration[17]. Our analog-to-digital converter was an
Ortec TRUMP−8k/2k card controlled by theMAESTRO soft-
ware. TheTRUMP card uses the Gedcke-Hale method[19] to
determine a live time that corrects for dead-time losses and
random summing. The 8k-channel spectra covered the en-
ergy range from 10 keV to 2 MeV. In all, five source spec-
tra and three background spectra were recorded over a total
period of 98 days, nearly ten half-lives of193Irm. The first
three source spectra were successively recorded at intervals
of roughly one iridium half-life, with each containing several
million counts for theK x rays of iridium. Acquisition times
ranged from 13 to 160 h. With one insignificant exception,
our analysis did not find any isotope in the source with a
half-life less than that of193Irm. The last two source spectra
were used to distinguish among the longer-lived impurities
that were observed.

For the very first spectrum, the distance between the
source and the front face of the detector was 151 mm, which
is the distance at which the detector has been most precisely
efficiency calibrated. All other spectra were recorded at
41 mm, in order to improve the acquisition rates as the
source decayed. These distances were carefully set with a
micrometer caliper, and were determined to ±0.2 mm.

After subtraction of room background, the peak areas in
each spectrum were determined with GF2, the least-squares
peak-fitting program in theRADware series[20]. In doing so,
we used the same fitting procedures as were used in the
original efficiency calibration[17]. For the half-life analysis
of impurity peaks, we divided the extracted areas by the live
time and by the absolute detection efficiency to obtain abso-
lute decay rates for each transition analyzed. In each case, a
half-life was then obtained by a least-squares fit to the values
obtained from the five recorded spectra.

C. Efficiency calibration

The precise efficiency calibration of our HPGe detector at
151 mm[16–18] was based on measurements of 64g rays

from 14 well-characterized sources and on Monte Carlo cal-
culations with theCYLTRAN code [21], which incorporated
the precisely determined properties of the detector[17].
Careful measurements were made and account taken of ger-
manium x-ray escape at low energies[17] and positron an-
nihilation in flight at high energies[18]. The Monte Carlo
calculations showedabsoluteagreement with the measured
efficiencies and thus demonstrated their effectiveness for in-
terpolating efficiencies at energies between the measured
calibration points. It was also demonstrated[17] that the
same Monte Carlo calculations could describe the efficiency
at a 1-m source-detector distance within,1%. For the
present measurement, we needed to establish the validity of
our efficiency calibration at 41 mm, the source-detector dis-
tance we used for most of our decay measurements. To do so
in the energy interval of importance to the iridium measure-
ments, we measured the 59.5-keVg ray from 241Am and the
122.1- and 136.5-keVg rays from57Co at both 41 mm and
151 mm and obtained an experimental efficiency ratio; then
we calculated the efficiency at both distances with theCYLT-

RAN code. The results appear in Table I.
It is important to note that, at 41 mm, the detector effi-

ciency is considerably higher than at 151 mm, and the effects
of coincidence summing become nearly an order of magni-
tude more important. In deriving the results quoted in col-
umn 4 of Table I, we applied corrections forg-g and x-g
summing, including x rays from both electron capture and
conversion. This is a complicated procedure, which increases
the quoted uncertainty considerably. A further increase arises
because the 0.2-mm-distance measurement uncertainty is
much more significant at 41 mm than it is at 151 mm. The
last column of Table I shows the percentage differences be-
tween the calculated and experimental efficiency ratios.
Within the quoted uncertainties, there is good agreement be-
tween measurements and Monte Carlo calculations. Conse-
quently, we can confidently use Monte Carlo calculated effi-
ciencies for 41 mm to investigate the decay and relative
intensities of impurity activities in our source. Of course, the
relative efficiencies at,70 keV and 80 keV, which are re-
quired in the application of Eq.(1), are known to 0.15% at
our primary calibrated source-detector distance of 151 mm.
The evident success of the Monte Carlo calculation at other
distances indicates that we should also be able to apply it for
those relative efficiencies at 41 mm with very little increase
in uncertainty.

TABLE I. Monte Carlo calculated and measured efficiency ra-
tios for the 151 mm source-detector distance relative to that for
41 mm. The first two columns list the isotopic sources used and
their g-ray energies, respectively. The last column gives the per-
centage difference between the calculated and measured efficiency
ratios

Isotropic
source

g-ray
energy
(keV)

Calculated
efficiency

ratio

Measured
efficiency

ratio

(Calculated-
measured)/
calculated

241Am 59.5 0.1325(2) 0.1331(13) −0.5s10d%
57Co 122.1 0.1362(2) 0.1344(13) 1.3(10)%
57Co 136.5 0.1368(2) 0.1353(15) 1.1(11)%
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III. ANALYSIS

The experimental analysis was done with two aims in
mind. The first was to find any impurities that could interfere
with the 193Irm x rays or the 80.2-keVg ray. The second was
to apply accurate procedures to such impurities in order to
subtract their contribution to the peaks of interest.

A. Impurity identification

A complete survey was made of the five recorded source
spectra. The energies and areas were obtained for all x- and
g-ray peaks with rates above a few hundredths of a percent
of the 193Irm K x-ray rates. The decays of these peaks were
followed in the five spectra and their sources identified by
half-life and by observed relativeg-ray intensities. The re-
sults are illustrated in Fig. 1, where a region from
200 to 700 keV is shown from the first and fourth spectra.
In this region, the most prominent groups of impurityg rays,
situated around 300 keV and just below 500 keV, come from

the decays of51Cr and192Ir. Other importantg rays seen in
the spectra are those of181Hf, 131Ba, and124Sb. Even the
lowest-intensity transitions were analyzed and identified as,
for example, those situated in the 200–300 keV interval,
which are attributed to169Yb, 75Se, and233Pa, as well as to
other sources already identified from stronger peaks. An ex-
ample of the decay curve obtained for an impurityg ray—
that of the 316.5-keVg ray from the decay of192Ir—is
shown in Fig. 2(a).

Next, we determined the absolute activity for each iden-
tified parent based on the measuredg-decay rates and its
known g-emission probabilities[22]. A complete inventory
of all identified impurities is presented in the first column of
Table II. The next columns show the half-lives, the absolute
parent activities, and the activities(in parts per million) rela-
tive to 193Irm. For clarity, we have expressed each derived
activity as its value at the time that the first spectrum was
recorded. The strongest contributor is51Cr, which alone con-
tributes more than two-thirds of the total impurity activity,
yet it still is at the level of only 0.4% of the193Irm activity.

FIG. 1. A portion of the first[part (a)] and fourth [part (b)] background-subtractedg-ray spectra, shown for the energy interval
200–700 keV. Peaks are identified by theirb-decay parent and, where two daughter nuclei are possible, by the daughter in parentheses. The
horizontal brackets located near the energy axis indicate regions where peaks in the subtracted background occur and anomalous fluctuations
can thus be expected.

FIG. 2. Decay data(with uncertainties where large enough to be visible) for various peaks observed in our spectra.(a) The 316.5-keV
peak from the192Ir impurity decay.(b) TheKa peak(s) from tantalum(open circles) and the tantalumKa component arising from the decay
of 181Hf (solid circles) as derived from the observed181Hf g rays.(c) The summedsKa+Kbd peaks, mostly from the decay of193Irm but still
including the platinum and osmium x rays from the decay of the192Ir impurity (circles); the summedsKa+Kbd peaks from platinum and
osmium alone as derived from the observed192Ir g rays (diamonds). The lines are a two-component fit only to the upper points; note the
excellent agreement with the lower points.(d) The 80.2-keV peak from the decay of193Irm.
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The next most prominent impurities are46Sc,192Ir, and65Zn,
which are at 0.02% and below. Traces of the order of 1 ppm
were detected for a few species, including the shortest-lived
isotope198Au st1/2=2.7 dd, which is the only observed impu-
rity with a half-life shorter than that of193Irm.

Very few g-ray peaks recorded in our experimental spec-
tra remained unidentified. The two most intense are at
158.9 keV and 1596.0 keV, having decay rates—activities
cannot of course be determined for unidentifiedg rays—
relative to the193Irm, sKa+Kbd x rays of about 0.5% and
0.1%, respectively. The 158.9-keV peak could possibly be
explained as the superposition of two close-lyingg rays
coming from 13.6-day117Snm and 119.7-day123Tem, both of
which being producible from the neutron activation of a
stable isotope. Neither isotope hasg or x rays that could
contribute to our region of interest near theg or x rays from
193Irm. We can advance no explanation for the 1596.0-keVg
ray but it is too weak to have any significant effect on our
measurement.

Clearly, with all impurities contributing a total of,0.6%
to the193Irm activity in the first recorded spectrum, the purity

of the source is compatible with a precision measurement.

B. Contributing impurities

Most of the impurities detected in our spectra do not in-
terfere in any way with the iridiumKa andKb x rays or with
the 80.2-keVg ray from193Irm. The region of interest for our
193Irm measurement is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the first spec-
trum. We considered the energy windows for potential inter-
ference to be 60.5–69.5 keV for theKa x rays,
70.5–79.0 keV for theKb x rays, and 79.0–82.0 keV for the
80.2-keVg ray and selected only those identified impurities
that had x org rays within these energy windows. From their
absolute decay rates we then calculated what contribution
they make within these windows. The results are presented in
Table III for the first, second, and third spectra, where we
have separately tabulated the contributions to the two x-ray
windows(upper part) and to theg-ray window(lower part).

The impurities are ordered in the table by the size of their
contributions. The most important one(2%–3%) affecting
the K x rays comes from the TaKb x rays produced by
fluorescence of the tantalum backing, principally caused by
the Kb x rays from iridium that enter the target backing ma-
terial. The next largest contribution comes from192Ir, which
exhibits bothb− and EC+b+ decay: the former generates Pt
x rays, while the latter produces Os x rays. A much smaller
contribution of TaKb x rays originates from181Hf b− decay.
These sources of Ta, Pt, and Os x rays are the only contribu-
tors of any real significance that we must take account of in

TABLE II. Identified impurities and their properties listed from
higher- to lower-mass numbers. The absolute-activity values in col-
umn 3 and the relative activities in column 4 both are referred to the
time at which the first spectrum was recorded. The observed activity
for 193Irm is shown at the bottom for comparison.

Parent
nucleus T1/2

Absolute
activity

(Bq)

Activity
relative to

193Irm(ppm)

233Pa 27.0 d 5.9 14
198Au 2.70 d 1.5 4
192Ir 73.8 d 125 296
181Hf 42.4 d 22.4 53
169Yb 32.0 d 2.4 6
155Eu 4.76 yr 5.1 12
141Ce 32.5 d 4.6 11
131Ba 11.5 d 46.3 110
125Sb 2.76 yr 1.9 5
124Sb 60.2 d 12.9 31
113Sn 115 d 4.5 11

110Agm 250 d 0.6 1
103Ru 39.3 d 18.1 43
75Se 120 d 4.2 10
65Zn 244 d 92.7 220
60Co 6.27 yr 32.9 78
59Fe 44.5 d 1.5 3
58Co 70.9 d 53.9 128
54Mn 312 d 12.6 30
51Cr 27.7 d 1850 4390
46Sc 83.8 d 132 312

Summed impurities 2430 5,760

193Irm 10.53 d 421000

FIG. 3. A portion of the first recordedg-ray spectrum, shown
for the energy interval 50-85 keV. The strong clearly visible peaks
are identified above the spectrum; the positions of small impurity
contributions are indicated below the spectrum.
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analyzing the intensity of thesKa+Kbd x rays from 193Irm.
All other isotopes listed in the top part of Table III make tiny
contributions, which in total amount to less than 0.2% of the
193Irm sKa+Kbd x rays. The lower part of Table III shows an
even more favorable situation for the window around the
80.2-keVg ray. No major impurities were found to contrib-
ute here at all.

A different approach was also followed to cross-check the
results of this impurity analysis. We considered all known
radionuclides with half-lives from 1 d to 10 yr, searched for
any among them that produce x- org rays in the193Irm region
of interest and then checked those cases to see if any of their
other characteristicg rays could be identified in our recorded
spectra. This check is especially important for the 80.2-keV
g-ray peak, which, being relatively weak, could be seriously
affected by an unrecognized impurity. Even thoughKb x rays
from Au and Hg as well asKa x rays from Po, At, and Rn
could in principle contribute to the 80.2-keVg-ray peak, no
evidence was found of any possible candidate activities from
among these elements. Indeed, except for trace amounts of
233Pa and198Au noted in Table II, no other elements heavier
than iridium were seen in our spectra. As to activities that
might contributeg rays to the region of interest, we found no
evidence for them either, other than for75Se, the effects of
which we have already considered—see Table III.

We conclude that the list of contributing impurities in
Table III can be considered complete. No other detectable
impurities were found and, even if one exists, it could not
conceivably contribute more than 0.1% to the coefficientaK
being reported in this paper.

C. From peak ratio to aK

Having identified the impurities that contribute to the
193Irm peaks of interest in our spectra, we now turn to a
quantitative evaluation of those contributions. With that in
hand, we will then be able to determine the true activity
values associated with193Irm and extract the ratio ofK x rays
to 80.2-keVg rays, from which the experimental value for
aK can be derived. The corrections to the193Irm x-ray and
80.2 keVg-ray peaks are summarized for the first three spec-
tra in Table IV, where the first row in each section of the
table gives the uncorrected decay rate for the peak of inter-
est, while the rows below list the percentage adjustment for
each listed effect, culminating in the final corrected decay
rate. We will deal with these effects in order. Note that in all
cases we took careful account of Ge x-ray escape, both in
correctly interpreting the detector’s photopeak efficiency and
in removing the contibution from the escape peaks them-
selves. The Ge x-ray escape ratios have been carefully mea-
sured for our detector[17] and decrease from 0.7% at
60 keV to 0.2% at 80 keV.

1. Tantalum x rays

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that TaKa x rays appear promi-
nently between 55 and 60 keV. This, in itself, would not be a

TABLE III. Impurities that can contribute to the peaks from
193Irm: the upper part lists those that can affect the summedsKa

+Kbd x rays, the bottom part those that can affect the 80.2-keVg
ray. The last three columns give the sizes of the contributions in the
first, second, and third spectra, expressed as a percentage of the
respective uncorrected peak areas.

Impurity
Type of

contribution

Spectrum

First Second Third

Contribution tosKa+Kbd x rays

Taa Ta Kb 2.31% 2.16% 2.70%
192Ir Pt Ka+Kb 0.57% 0.98% 2.28%
192Ir Os Ka+Kb 0.24% 0.45% 0.96%
181Hf Ta Kb 0.08% 0.12% 0.24%
169Yb 63.1-keVg ray 0.05% 0.08% 0.16%
131Ba 78.3-keVg ray 0.02% 0.02% 0.02%
233Pa 75.4-keVg ray 0.00% 0.01% 0.01%
75Se 66.1-keVg ray 0.00% 0.00% 0.01%

Total impurities 3.28% 3.82% 6.38%

Contribution to 80.2-keVg ray
198Au Hg Kb 0.037% 0.005% 0.000%
75Se 80.9-keVg ray 0.002% 0.003% 0.008%

Total impurities 0.039% 0.008% 0.008%

aX-ray fluorescence of the tantalum backing.

TABLE IV. Impurity corrections to the193Irm’ s sKa+Kbd x rays
(upper section) and 80.2-keVg ray (middle section) for the first
three spectra. The uncorrected decay rates are given in the first row
of each section, followed by the percentage adjustments for each
listed effect. The corrected decay rates appear in the last row of
each section. The lower section presents the activity ratios and their
average, together with the fluorescence yieldvK and our final value
for aK.

Spectrum

First Second Third

Ir sKa+Kbd x rays

Raw decay ratess−1d 1992.9(35) 1040.3(28) 387.1(5)

Ta Kb x rays 2.41(2)% 2.48(3)% 3.19(2)%

Pt+OssKa+Kbd x rays 0.76(2)% 1.33(3)% 3.10(7)%

Minor impurities 0.08(1)% 0.11(1)% 0.20(1)%

Corrected decay ratess−1d 1928.2(35) 999.5(29) 362.1(6)

193Irm 80.2-keVg ray

Raw decay rate
ss−1d 19.81(16) 10.13(16) 3.70(3)

Minor impurities 0.039(4)% 0.008(1)% 0.008(1)%

Corrected decay ratess−1d 19.80(16) 10.13(16) 3.70(3)

Ratios ofsKa+Kbd x rays
to 80.2-keVg-rays 97.38(79) 98.6(16) 97.83(90)

Lorentzian correction 1.0(2)%

Average ratio 98.7(6)

Fluorescence yieldvK
a 0.958(4)

Internal conversion coefficient
aK for 80.2-keV transition 103.0(8)

aReference[15].
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problem, but it signals that the correspondingKb x rays from
Ta must lie under the important IrKa peak. As already men-
tioned, these Ta x rays are mainly due to fluorescence in the
Ta backing—an unfortunate choice as it turns out—but they
also include a smaller contribution from the decay of the
181Hf impurity. Since theK-shell electron binding energy of
Ta is 67.4 keV, all radiation that enters the backing and has
energy greater than this value can lead to TaK x rays through
fluorescence. In our experiment, with a centroid energy of
73.9 keV, the IrKb x rays were the most intense cause for
fluorescence, but other weakerg rays at higher energy con-
tributed too. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2(b), where the
upper points(open circles) correspond to the total TaKa

decay rates and the lower ones(solid circles) to the contri-
bution from 181Hf as calculated from the181Hf g rays ob-
served in our spectra. Evidently, in addition to the short-lived
component in the upper decay(caused by193Irm decay), there
are longer-lived components in addition to the contribution
from 181Hf.

Fortunately, we do not need to account for most of these
contributions in detail because the intensity ratio ofKb to Ka

x rays is well established[23]. Based on the measured inten-
sity of Ta Ka x rays, we can use that ratio to establish the
intensity of the TaKb x rays and then subtract the latter from
the Ka x rays of 193Irm. Before doing so, however, we first
removed the contribution to the TaKa peak from Tm x rays
produced in the electron-capture decay of169Yb (see Table II
and Fig. 3): this represented 0.6%, 0.9%, and 1.4% of the
total TaKa peak area in the first three spectra, respectively.
Then, we also incorporated the effects of coincident sum-
ming of the TaKa and L x rays: this represented a loss of
0.26% and 2.1% from the TaKa peak areas—and a corre-
sponding gain to the TaKb peak areas—for the 151-mm and
41-mm source-detector distances, respectively. The total cor-
rection to the summed193Irm sKa+Kbd peak areas resulting
from tantalum x rays ranges between 2.4% and 3.2%, as
shown in Table IV.

2. Platinum and osmium x rays and other minor impurities

After Ta x rays, the second most important contributing
impurity listed in Table III is192Ir, because of which x rays
of Pt and Os must underlie the193Irm x rays. We used two
independent methods to determine the contribution of192Ir to
the summedsKa+Kbd peaks. The first was a half-life analy-
sis. The upper points(circles) in Fig. 2(c) give the decay of
the summed peaksafter removal of the TaKb contribution.
The lines represent the results of a least-squares fit to the
points with two components fixed to the half-lives of192Ir
s73.8 dd and193Irm s10.5 dd. The second method was to cal-
culate the total intensity of the Pt±Os x rays in each spec-
trum from the absolute activity of192Ir (see Table II) as de-
termined from the associatedg rays observed in the spectra.
The black stars show the absolute decay rates determined in
this manner. The points agree completely with the line deter-
mined from the lifetime fit to the summed peaks, confirming
the consistency of the two methods and demonstrating that
we have fully accounted for all significant impurities. The
resulting corrections for the192Ir impurity are listed in Table
IV: they range from 0.8% to 3.1%.

The influence of the remaining impurites on the x-ray
peaks and the 80.2-keVg ray peak is more than an order of
magnitude less than those we have discussed so far. In fact,
for the most part they could be neglected. However, for com-
pleteness, we have calculated the contribution of the remain-
ing impurities listed in Table III based on their absolute ac-
tivities given in Table II. As seen in Table IV, their total
effect on the x-ray peaks ranges from 0.1% to 0.2% and on
the 80.2-keVg-ray peak from 0.01% to 0.04%. Final confir-
mation that there are no significant impurities in the latter
peak is given in Fig. 2(d) where no hint of a second compo-
nent is evident in its decay.

3. Lorentzian correction

As described in Sec. II B , all peaks in our spectra were
fitted with theGF2 program, which employs a Gaussian func-
tion (with tails and skewness available for inclusion) to
match the measured peaks. While this achieves the necessary
consistency with our efficiency-calibration procedures, it
does not do justice to x-ray peaks, whose shapes reflect the
finite widths of the atomic levels responsible for them. An
x-ray peak is not fully described by a Gaussian function, but
rather by the Voigt function, a convolution of the Lorentzian
line profile with the Gaussian response function of the detec-
tor [24]. For this reason, compared tog rays in the same
energy region of the spectrum, x-ray peaks are wider and
have tails that extend much farther both to higher and lower
energy. Particularly because of the tails, an x-ray peak fitted
even with a modified Gaussian function(plus background)
will tend to underestimate the area of the peak by subsuming
some of its tail into the presumed background. We deter-
mined a correction for this effect by the following procedure.

First, we established the parameters of the actual x-ray
peak shape. The total width of the Lorentzian profile required
for the Voigt function is the sum of initial and final atomic
level widths; we used the values for the elements of interest
taken from Refs.[24,25]. The width of the Gaussian detector
response function was obtained from the measured width of
the 80.2-keVg ray in our spectrum.

Next, using Voigt functions with these determined param-
eters, we generated a simulated x-ray spectrum in the energy
interval 0–128.6 keV incorporating theKa and Kb x-ray
components of Ir, Ta, Pt, and Os, with the same relative
intensities and counting statistics as we obtained in the first
spectrum of our data. We also included the smoothed “step
functions” characteristic of a germanium detector’s response
function with each peak. This spectrum then closely simu-
lated the real spectrum but with one important difference: the
peak areas were known exactly.

Finally, we analyzed this simulated spectrum withGF2
using exactly the same procedures as those we used for the
real spectrum. The area we obtained for the summed IrKa

and Kb x-ray peaks was 1.0(2)% less than the sum of the
known (input) areas of these peaks. We verified that for a
simulated(Gaussian) 80-keV g-ray peak, the area obtained
from GF2 agreed well with the known area in that case. We
consider that this 1.0% correction factor is common to all
three spectra shown in Table IV and thus apply it to the peak
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ratio obtainedafter the results from the three spectra have
been averaged together.

4. Conversion coefficient

Throughout this analysis, we have always considered the
sum of the IrKa andKb peaks. It is, of course, the sum that
is required in the eventual evaluation ofaK but, in addition,
by considering only the sum, we avoid having to account for
coincidence summing between theKa and L x rays since
what is lost to theKa peak is gained by theKb peak and the
sum remains the same. Thus, after the spectrum-dependent
corrections itemized in Table IV have been applied, we ex-
tract the ratio ofK x rays to the 80.2-keVg ray from each of
the three spectra. Since the impurities are so well under con-
trol and the corrections to account for them are so small, the
overall uncertainties on the peak ratios are dominated by
counting statistics and peak-fitting uncertainties. As seen in
the table, the three spectra yield statistically consistent values
for the peak ratio, so we have taken a weighted average and
applied the Lorentzian correction to that average to get the
final result for the peak ratio, 98.7(6), shown there. Taking
this result together with theK-shell fluorescent yield tabu-
lated in Ref.[15], we obtain a value for the 80.2-keVM4
transition from193Irm of aK=103.0s8d.

Our result foraK can now be compared with two previous
measurements that claimed comparable precision: Lindneret
al. [26] obtained 104(3), in complete agreement with our
result, and Zheltonozhskiiet al. [27] claimed 92.6(9), in se-
rious disagreement. Impurities clearly played a greater role
in both these measurements and, as far as one can tell from
the publications, in neither case were these impurities inves-
tigated as exhaustively as in our work. Lindneret al. are
more convincing, however, in dealing with what they do
identify: they see quite strong Os and Pt x rays in their spec-
trum from the decay of192Ir, which they can readily correct
for. In contrast, Zheltonozhskiiet al. admit the presence of
191Os, which would lead to Ir x rays indistinguishable from
those arising from193Irm decay, but they give no indication of
how they correct for them. Efficiency calibration of their
g-ray detector was also handled more thoroughly by Lindner
et al. who used 14 calibrated sources with a total of 30 x-
and g-ray lines; Zheltonozhskiiet al. relied on a single
source—presumably182Ta, although it is identified as192Ta
in Ref. [27]—the intensities of whoseg rays are not particu-
larly well known below 100 keV. We conclude that there are
plausible reasons to believe that the measurement of Zhel-
tonozhskii et al. is flawed. Since our present result agrees
with that of Lindneret al. but is nearly a factor of 4 more
precise, we will adopt our result, unaveraged with the others,
and proceed to compare it with theory.

IV. THEORY

We have calculated theoretical values of the ICC in the
first nonvanishing order of perturbation theory using the one-
electron approximation[28–30]. Calculations were per-
formed for a free neutral atom with a spherically symmetric
potential. Relativistic electron wave functions required for
the conversion matrix elements were obtained in the frame-

work of the Dirac-Fock method, where the exchange inter-
actions between atomic electrons and between these elec-
trons and the conversion electron receding to infinity during
the conversion process were treated exactly[4]. In the wave
function calculations, the static effect of the nuclear finite
size was taken into account under the assumption that the
static charge is distributed homogeneously over the volume
of a sphere with radiusR0=1.2A1/3 fm, whereA is the mass
number. The dynamic effect of the nuclear finite size(the
penetration effect) was considered in the surface-current
(SC) model [31]. In the continuum wave function calcula-
tions, we used the experimental value for the binding energy
of theK shell in the iridium atom, which is 76.112 keV[14].

The expression for internal conversion of anM4 transi-
tion on the ns1/2 shell, wheren is the principal quantum
number, can readily be derived from the general ICC expres-
sions[4,6,30] and takes the following form:

ai=ns1/2

M4 = o
kf=−4,+5

uMi f
M4u2 =

2

9
pkas5uRif ukf=−4

2 + 4uRif ukf=+5
2 d,

s2d

where the radial integralRif is written as

Rif =E
0

`

fGisrdFfsrd + FisrdGfsrdgX4skrddr. s3d

In Eq. (2), k is the relativistic quantum numberk
=s,− jds2j +1d, where, and j are the orbital and total angu-
lar momentum of an electron, respectively. Indexi refers to
the initial (bound) state of an electron, and indexf applies to
the final(free) electron state. Recall that for theK shell(1s1/2
shell) ki =−1. The matrix element of theM4 conversion tran-
sition is denoted byMi f

M4. The summation in Eq.(2) extends
over all permissible final states. In the case in question, there
are two values ofk f =−4, +5 allowed by the selection rules.
The g-ray energy is designated byk, anda is the fine struc-
ture constant. All expressions in this work make use of rela-
tivistic units s"=m0=c=1d.

The majorGsrd and minorFsrd components of the rela-
tivistic radial electron wave function are normalized to unity
for the bound state,

E
0

`

fGi
2srd + Fi

2srdgdr = 1, s4d

and per unit energy range for the continuum state to give

lim
r→`

FGf
2srd +

E + 1

E − 1
Ff

2srdG =
1

p
ÎE + 1

E − 1
. s5d

In Eq. (5), E is the total energy of the conversion electron
including the rest mass. The radial part of the transition po-
tential in the SC model can be written as

X4skrd = 5 j4skrd
h4skR0d
j4skR0d

for r ø R0,

h4skrd for r . R0,
6 s6d

where j4skrd andh4skrd are the spherical Bessel and Hankel
functions of the fourth order, respectively.
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The 80.2-keVM4 transition from193Irm is an unhindered
one. Since its Weisskopf hindrance factorFW is <2 [6], the
occurrence of anomalies in its ICC due to the penetration
effect is practically ruled out[30]. Nevertheless, to make an
estimate of the penetration effect, we calculated the ICCaK

M4

for the transition from193Irm using both the SC model, where
the effect is taken into account approximately, and the so-
called “no penetration”(NP) model, where the effect is ig-
nored[28]. The difference between these two calculations is
1.8%. We believe that the SC model is more appropriate to
the physical situation because the infinities at the origin for
the nuclear transition potentials are eliminated in this model.
As shown in[6,10], the SC model generally allows one to
obtain ICC values which are closer to experimental data than
ICC values obtained using the NP model.

The problem of whether or not to take into account the
hole in the atomic shell after conversion has been considered
in a number of papers both with respect to the validity of the
ICC theory (see, for example,[10]) and to the quality of
agreement between that theory and experimental data[6,11].
If the hole is disregarded, the electron wave functions of the
initial and final states are calculated in the same self-
consistent field(SCF) of the neutral atom. Otherwise, if the
hole is included, the bound wave function is computed in the
neutral atom SCF while the continuum wave function is cal-
culated in the field of the ion, which has a vacancy in the
atomic subshell from which the conversion electron was
emitted. We included the hole in two alternative ways:(1)
We used the frozen orbital approximation, in which the con-
tinuum wave function is calculated in the ion field con-
structed from the bound wave functions of the neutral atom;
this assumes that the hole is unfilled and the atomic orbitals
have no time to rearrange after the electron’s removal.(2)
We used continuum wave functions calculated in the SCF of
the ion, assuming full relaxation of the ion orbitals.

The problem of how to take the hole into account is con-
nected with the relationship between the time scale for filling
the hole and the residence time of the conversion electron in
the atom. If the width of theK level in iridium is G
<40 eV [25], it follows that the average time for filling the
hole is ,2310−17 s. The time it takes for the electron to
escape the iridium atom is,2310−18 s. Thus, based on
these albeit rough estimates, the hole should be included
from physical considerations. However, in doing so, it should
be kept in mind that the expressions for ICC have been ob-
tained in the framework of perturbation theory under the as-
sumption that the matrix element of the energy perturbation
is calculated using unperturbed wave functions. So when we
take the hole into consideration, difficulties emerge from the
possible nonorthogonality of wave functions calculated in
the different atomic fields.

In using the SCF calculation to incorporate the hole, we
also tried a variant in which we treated the effect of relax-
ation of electron orbitals as a consequence of the nonor-
thogonality between wave functions of the initial and final
states of the atom. The appropriate correction is known as
the “exchange and overlap effect”(not to be confused with
electron exchange in the SCF calculations), by analogy with
the electron capture process. The exchange and overlap ef-
fect has been considered for the conversion process in[32]

using the sudden approximation. According to expressions
obtained in [32], the ICC aK

M4scord corrected for the ex-
change and overlap may be written as follows:

aK
M4scord = o

kf=−4,+5
UM1s1/2f

M4 − o
nÞ1

Mns1/2f
M4 ksns1/2d8u1s1/2l

ksns1/2d8uns1/2lU
2

.

s7d

HereMns1/2f
M4 are the matrix elements of theM4 transition for

conversion on all shells with the sameki—i.e., on all the
ns1/2 shells(n=2,3, . . . ,6 for theiridium atom)—calculated
at the same energyEk of the conversion electron as was used
in the case of the K shell. The overlap integrals
ksns1/2d8 u1s1/2l andksns1/2d8 uns1/2l are taken between primed
wave functions, which are those calculated in the Dirac-Fock
SCF of the ion with theK-shell hole, and the unprimed wave
functions, which are those computed in the Dirac-Fock SCF
of the neutral atom.

Calculated values ofaK
M4 are presented in the second col-

umn of Table V. The value in the first row effectively is the
one that would be derived from the recently published tables
of Bandet al. [4]. The three other rows give values that were
calculated with the hole included under the approximations
just described. To obtain these results, we used the value
80.22s2d keV [26] for the 193Irm transition energy. The ex-
perimental uncertainty in this number is reflected in the un-
certainties quoted on the theoretical values ofaK

M4 in the
table.

It is evident from the table that the conversion coefficients
obtained with theK-shell hole included in the calculation
differ by about 10% from the value obtained when the hole is
ignored. However, the two different approximations used to
incorporate the effect of the hole lead to results that differ
from one another by,3.5%. The exchange and overlap cor-
rection has a relatively small effect, increasing the ICC by
only 0.15%.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The third column in Table V shows the percentage differ-
ence between the various calculated conversion coefficients
and the value,aK

M4sexptd=103.0s8d obtained in this work.
We denote the difference as follows:

TABLE V. Theoretical values ofaK
M4 for 193Irm calculated in

various models; also listed are the corresponding deviationsD from
the experimental result obtained in this work,aK

M4=103.0s8d.

Model aK
M4 D, %

No hole 92.0(3) 10.7(8)

Hole, frozen orbitals 103.3(3) −0.3s8d
Hole, SCF of ion 99.6(3) 3.3(8)

Hole, SCF of ion correcteda 99.7(3) 3.2(8)

aIncluding “exchange and overlap.”
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D =
aK

M4sexptd − aK
M4stheord

aK
M4sexptd

3 100%. s8d

From these percentage differences we can conclude that our
experimental result rules out the calculation that ignores ef-
fects from theK-shell hole on theK-conversion coefficient.
Furthermore, we demonstrate much better agreement with
the result from the “frozen orbitals” approximation than with
the results obtained from a calculation of the final-state wave
functions in the self-consistent field of the ion.

Of course, we chose this particular193Irm transition be-
cause itsaK value is extremely sensitive to the presence or
absence of aK-shell hole in the ICC calculation. The effect
of including the hole increases with decreasing energyEk of
the conversion electron. Furthermore, energy for energy, the
hole effect is the largest forK-shell conversion coefficients
and for high multipolarity transitions. Our case ofK-shell
conversion, with a high transition multipolarityL=4 and low
energyEk=4.11 keV, really maximizes the hole effect. Thus,
although we have clearly shown that for193Irm a serious dis-
crepancy results from ignoring the hole in a calculation of
aK, much smaller discrepancies will characterize the major-

ity of transitions for which ICCs are required.
Although our result is quite definitive for the transition

studied, naturally with a single measurement we cannot rule
out the possibility that other unidentified theoretical factors
are playing a role in this particular case. We plan to measure
ICCs for other sensitive transitions with different multipo-
larities and in nuclei from different mass regions in order to
ensure that our conclusions are universally applicable.
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